
Chris Walker
The Tiger, the Tree, the Cloud and the Thing
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Once Upon a Time
Once upon a time there was a sad tiger. She could see only glimpses of daylight through 
the green lines. And there was always a strange thing nearby above her head. Poor tiger, it 
was so hard to see and no matter how hard she tried, or where she went, there were green 
lines in front of her eyes. She was very sad.
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STOP

GO 
AWAY

NO

GO 
BACK

NOT  
GOOD 
ENOUGH

WRONG

Thing

Tiger thought the whole wide world was happy but she was the only one feeling sad
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But One Day ….

But one day Tiger met Chris. Chris 
wears a dress and a mask sometimes. 
Anyway, Chris said to Tiger, “you can’t 
be that fucking stupid” and Tiger cried. 
Chris also said to Tiger “I’m not 
interested in your stories or your pity 
tears. Get over it.” 

Tiger was shocked. How could Chris say 
this?
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SO TIGER ATE CHRIS

Yum….
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After Tiger ate Chris, she got fat and bigger and suddenly she could see over the top of 
the green stripes. They turned out to be trees. And then she could see a sun, and some 
stars, and a pyramid. Tiger was happy. But she couldn’t work out what that orange thing 
she was?

AND TIGER WAS HAPPY
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SO TIGER WENT TO UNI

To work out what that thing 
was:



AND THEN TIGER GOT COVID
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Even though Tiger got Covid and died, she was now happy because she smoked a joint 
and didn’t care any more (especially about what that thing was) 

The End

AND DIED
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